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The titles in this index are all of the English-language pop-up and movable books published between 1998 and 2007. This list supplements two previously printed volumes by Ann Montanaro: Pop-up and Movable Books: A Bibliography [Scarecrow, 1993] and Pop-up and Movable Books: A Bibliography, Supplement 1, 1991-1997. Also included in this Title Index are works published prior to 1998 which were inadvertently omitted from the print versions. Questions about entries, changes, corrections, and/or additions can be sent to: info@movablebooksociety.org.


Sabuda & Reinhart Present Castle. See: Castle

Description: 24 pages. 22 x 24 cm. Max’s dog Ben is unhappy and Max tries to find something that will make him happy. Three pop-ups. ISBN: 1-58117-066-1 [appears on the book as both 1-158117-066-1 and 1-58117-066-1.] OCLC: 49536504.

The Sad Little Goldfish. London, Grandreams Limited. n.d. [199-?].
Description: Small format. Three pop-ups. Bookseller’s description.


Description: 8 pages. 23 cm. “Meet a rhino in a rectangle, a tiger in a triangle, and a hippo on a hexagon in this fun-filled book of animal antics for inquisitive
young explorers everywhere. With these amazing animated pop-ups, children will love following this safari of shapes over and over again!” ISBN: 1862335834. OCLC: 58456056.

**The Sailor Boy.** [New York], T. W. Strong, 1864.
Description: 11 cm. In verse. 1 folded sheet. 1 leaf cut in the shape of a circle folded into eight wedge-shaped leaves to form sixteen pages. Inner eight pages bear the text. Outer eight pages bear printed color wood engravings illustrating the text. / Outer pages folded so that the illustration of the poem’s hero, captioned "Powder boy" is face up. Thomas W. Strong was located at 98 Nassau St., New York, between 1843 and 1866. Copyright statement appears just below the title and imprint statement, just above the center of the circle. OCLC: 191236744. American Antiquarian Society.


**Sally Anne.** By Mamie Smith. Eulalie, illustrator. 2nd edition. Los Angeles, California, Suttonhouse, 1932.

Description: 14 pages. 22 cm. This is an interactive adaptation of Eastman’s 1958 book *Sam and the Firefly*. With a turn of a wheel, a lift of a flap, and a slide of a tab, the firefly lights up the night, and jumps in his jar. ISBN: 0375829261. OCLC: 56342172.

Description: 24 pages. 23 x 25 cm. When Sam, the cat, is left alone in a New York apartment full of exotic paints, he dives into them. ISBN: 0375831207. OCLC: 61715839.

**Samantha Squid.** Text and illustrations by Hozumi Ichikawa. New York, Penguin Young Reader’s Group, 2005.
Description: 20 pages. 19 cm. Samantha Squid’s friends show what they do best - hide, hold onto things, or be the most beautiful. When the hungry shark arrives, Samantha saves the day. ISBN: 0698400267. OCLC: 60654213.

Description: 22 x 22 cm. A three-section carousel book with ribbon closures. The pop-up school includes two loose booklets: Sam’s School and Coloring Book. The envelope contains 6 loose characters and a sheet of punch-out objects and animals to stand up in the scene. In addition to the pop-ups it has tabs, turning wheels, lift-the-flaps, and doors to open. Originally published in France in 2002 by Albin Michel Jeunesse as *Didou à l’école*. ISBN: 0-8118-3550-2. OCLC: 51627210.

Description: 12 pages. 22 cm. “Sam’s afraid of the dark. He thinks he sees scary animals, monsters, and aliens, too! Help Sam find out what's really in the dark in this funny pop-up story!” ISBN: 1575847450. OCLC: 47219608.

**Santa and the Helicopter: A Christmas Story for You.** By Charlotte Steiner. Printed in Japan. Kansas City, Missouri, Hallmark Cards, n.d. [197-?].
Description: 24 x 14 cm. This single pop-up scene of a house, barn, fence, and Santa in a helicopter also has a seven-page story. OCLC: 183260818. University of Michigan.

Description: 25 x 20 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. The toys celebrate their last night together before they leave with Santa on Christmas Eve. Six pop-up scenes with movable parts. Bookseller’s description.

Description: 12 pages. 26 x 26 cm. “Santa is tired getting ready for Christmas and sometimes he needs the help of his reindeer friends just to wake up in time for Christmas eve! This festive rhyming book has beautiful illustrations and magic moving pictures.” ISBN: 9780864616227. OCLC: 156757522.

Description: 34 x 24 cm. The book opens to form a vertical, table-top advent calendar. The pages form two rooms and the roof of a house with Santa ready to go down the chimney. Tab-operated mechanicals and lift-the-flaps fill the pop-up rooms. ISBN: 0769631894. OCLC: 53838120.

Description: 21 cm. How does Santa get ready for Christmas Eve? Pop up to the

**Santa’s Christmas Surprise.** Christmas Mini Pop-up. Ashland, Ohio, Landoll, 1999.
Description: 10 pages. 10 x 14 cm. ISBN: 0769612601. OCLC: 44762917.

Description: 10 pages. 16 x 10 cm. Santa leaves differently shaped presents for children, and readers can pull the tabs to uncover the name of the shape. Tab-operated mechanicals. ISBN: 978-0762428144. OCLC: 85827165.

Description: 34 cm. Learn all about colors as you decorate the Christmas tree. Book includes 11 ornaments to place on the tree that pops up when the cover is opened. ISBN: 0-7607-6596-0. OCLC: 62872488.

Description: 25 x 32 cm. “Where do all the Christmas presents come from? Santa’s factory of course! Join Billy as he finds himself a stowaway on Santa’s sleigh beginning a Christmas Eve adventure in Santa’s secret factory ...” ISBN: 1902413512. OCLC: 45436245.


Description: 28 cm. “Santa’s gifts pop up out of boxes wrapped in sparkly foil! As the sack empties out, hearts fill up with the joy of Christmas spirit...” ISBN: 0689874693. OCLC: 74445878.


Description: 10 pages. 10 x 15 cm. Santa delivers gifts on Christmas Eve. Text printed parallel to the spine. Five fanfolded pop-ups. Issued with five other books as a boxed set with a plastic handle, Christmas Mini Pop-up Storybooks. Title number: MFP17-22. Box number: MFP17-22C.

Also issued in a slip case as part of Happy Snappy Christmas, a 4-volume set, including Christmas Mouse, Reindeer Round-up, and Snowman’s Party. ISBN: 1-84011-195-x (set).


Description: 18 x 20 x 5 cm. The box opens at the center and a Christmas tree pops up. Shaped pages open on each side of the tree to display a full Christmas scene at the base of the box. ISBN: 1-58117-018-1. OCLC: 40585149.


Description: 12 pages. 25 x 28 cm. Santa delivers toys and stays to play with them. Tab-operated mechanicals and lift-the-flaps. ISBN: 1-890008-08-7. Private collection.

Description: 38 x 25 cm. Help Santa, his little elves and Rudolph as they prepare for Christmas. This 3-D pop-up workshop features press-out characters, a gift
chute, a ladder, white flocked snow and trimmings, gold wrapping string, and glitter and foil to create a festive, sparkling atmosphere. The cover has ribbon ties and velcro closure and a handle for ease of carrying. Also includes 6 press-out play pieces. ISBN: 1-84011-182-8. OCLC: 61260412.


Description: 125 pages. 17 cm. One double-page pop-up clown in the center.


Description: 12 pages. 16 cm. One pop-up in the middle of the book. Follow Ben, Sue and Toby the dog, through the school day. #5755. OCLC: 51988913.

Description: 24 cm. "Someone …or something…is stealing all the Scooby snacks in Coolsville! Shaggy and Scooby-Doo are desperate to find out why." Sliding pictures. Characters from the Scooby-Doo Cartoon Network television program.


Description: 25 x 19 cm. Six pop-up scenes. Text printed parallel to the spine. The pop-ups include: the Loch Ness Monster, Greyfriars Bobby, and the Stirling Castle.

Description: 10 pages. 12 x 12 cm. One rotating wheel and five pop-up sea creatures.


Sears, Roebuck and Co. At the Century of Progress. [Chicago, Illinois?]. Sears, Roebuck and Co., 1933. Description: 16 pages. 20 cm. “A promotional history of this firm. Centerfold is titled “Sears, Roebuck and Co. at the Century of Progress,” and pops up to
reveal a diecut rendering of the Sears Building set against Chicago’s Navy Pier, site of the 1933 Century of Progress Exhibition. (Verso of the diecut rendering is a “Tabloid Directory of Sears Building,” and briefly describes what can be found on the main floor, mezzanine floor, ground floor and roof terraces.). OCLC: 40129140. Record enhanced with bookseller’s description. Strong Museum.


**Seasons.** See also: My Surprise Book of Seasons.


The Secret Mermaid Handbook, or How to be a Little Mermaid. By Penny Dann. London, Orchard Books, 1998. Description: 16 pages. 22 cm. “A young mermaid named Pearl is nervous about singing at the Fish King’s birthday concert, but her undersea friends give her gifts that help her to gain confidence. Pop-up book containing a shell bikini top, photo frame, bracelet, ring, two hair decorations, magic fortune fish, and four press-on jewel earrings, with a velcro fastener on front cover.” ISBN: 1860396909. OCLC:
Description: 22 cm. Fastened by a Velcro tab, the book includes pop-ups, lift-the-flaps, glitter hair clips, show bows, crystal stick-on earrings matching bead bracelet and ring, party mask, and tiara - “all the necessary items to be a fairy-tale princess.” ISBN: 0689843739. OCLC: 48462979.


Description: 14 pages. 25 x 30 cm. There's a secret world waiting below the sea waves where dolphins and fish swim through coral sea-caves. Six double-page pop-ups. ISBN: 1740470672.

Description: 8 pages. 15 cm. ISBN: 1840119624. OCLC: 50269888. Also issued as Happy Snappy Playtime Box, a slip cased set with Big and Small, One to Five, and Red and Blue. ISBN: 184011942x (set).

Senses. See: My Surprise Book of Senses.


Description: 14 pages. 31 cm. The pop-ups feature the singers The Wiggles. A plastic stip attached to the right upper cover includes ten song buttons that play songs corresponding to the illustrations. ISBN: 1-4127-3330-8.


**Shapes & Colours: Pop-up Book.** Fern Hollow. John Patience, illustrator. Bridlington, England, Peter Haddock Limited, n.d. [200-?]. Description: 20 x 14.5 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. ISBN: 0710511752. [The same ISBN may have been used for all books in the series.]


**Sharks and Other Sea Monsters.** Encyclopedia Prehistorica. By Robert Sabuda
Description: 12 pages. 25 x 19 x 6 cm. Explore the prehistoric underwater world where monsters ruled the waves for millions of years. Six complex double-page pop-ups are accompanied by 30 additional smaller pops concealed in gatefolds. ISBN: 9780763622299. OCLC: 62172880.
Also: Limited edition. Front cover with additional pop-up and signed by both authors unique to this edition. Bound in blue fabric covered boards with matching clip case. Title and author statement embossed in gilt on spine of book. This book is one of a special edition of 26, lettered A to Z and retained by the authors, or one of a signed and numbered edition of 300. ISBN: 0763629367. OCLC: 220929925. University of California, Los Angeles.

Description: 12 pages. 23 cm. Sheep wants to learn to jump and, with encouragement from all of her friends, she learns how. ISBN: 0752572199. OCLC: 55076663.

Description: 10 pages. 17 x 17 cm. Spiral bound. Sheldon the squirrel stores up lots of food for winter until there is no more room in his house, later his friends needed food, what should Sheldon do? Two simple pop-ups and lift-the-flaps. ISBN: 0781400112. Private collection.


Description: 12 pages. 11 x 15 cm. Thomas is picking up presents for a surprise party. With pop-ups and lift-the-flaps. ISBN: 0375821651.


Description: 10 pages. 13 x 15 cm. Glossy padded cover. Marvel character. Text printed parallel to the spine. Five pop-ups. No ISBN.
**Silly Billies.** By Mick Inkpen. Kansas City, Missouri, Pop-Up Press, 1996.

Adam Devaney and Brent Ford, illustrators. [Florida], Paradise Press, 1999.
Description: 10 pages. 16 x 16 cm. Funny tub toys star in these rhyming stories with five simple pop-ups. Diagonal corner cut at spine edge. ISBN: 1576573729. OCLC: 45061059.

**Silent Night and Other Christmas Carols.** By Lee Krutop. Rowville, Victoria, Australia, Five Mile Press; Bath, U. K., Manning Partnership [distributor], 2007.

**Silly Spooks: Pop-up Fun! A Happy Snappy Book.** Derek Matthews, illustrator.

**Silly Time Songs: Pop-up Songbook.** Play-a-song. Michael Carroll, illustrator.

**Simba’s Adventure.** See: *Disney’s The Lion King: Simba’s Adventure.*

**Simba’s Friends.** Disney Finger Fun Book. Wayne Kalama, paper engineer.
Description: 10 pages. 13 cm. From the Disney movie *The Lion King.* Every spread has a sliding mechanism that allows a little finger to take charge of the action. ISBN: 073641228X. OCLC: 48219186.


Description: 10 pages. 23 x 20 cm. At head of title: Fisher-Price Little People. A plastic strip includes four sound buttons to play songs corresponding to the pop-up. ISBN:978-1412774116.

**Sing and Seek.** Play-a-Song. Pop-up Songbook. Terry and Lisa Workman,


**A Sledge for Ted.** See: *Teddy’s Christmas Library.*


**The Sleeping Beauty Ballet Theatre.** By Jean Mahoney. Viola Anne Seddon, illustrator. Manufactured in China. Cambridge, Massachusetts, Candlewick, 2007. Description: 25 x 30 cm. The box opens from the center and the covers fold out to form a stage set. The stage floor folds down from within the box. A drawer in the box holds six sheets of changeable scenery and five individual cast members
that fit into slots on the stage. Also in the box are nine twirling figures used to perform the ballet that go into circular holes in the stage floor. An 18-page story booklet describes the ballet and how to set up the theater. An audio CD, with selections from the musical score, is in the back of the booklet. Ribbon ties hold the covers together. ISBN: 978-0763634674. OCLC: 144228094.


Description: 10 pages. 16 cm. Rhyming text about a group of sleeping monkeys whose snoring disturbs all the other animals. Diagonal corner cut at spine edge. Five simple pop-ups. ISBN: 1-57657-52117. OCLC: 52467151.

Description: 10 pages. 24 cm. Readers are presented with various clues to guess what type of animal lives in each scenario; the answers can be found by sliding the tabs. ISBN: 157755714X. OCLC: 123115912.


**Smile Please.** See titles in the series.

Description: 26 cm. "Readers pull a tab to reveal the different shapes, including a circle, a square, and a triangle, that Snake is able to make with his body." ISBN: 0439381770. OCLC: 51331372.

Description: 10 pages. 26 x 26 cm. A first introduction to a variety of animals. Ten fanfolded pop-ups printed on glossy paper. ISBN: 0-75255-580-4. OCLC: 50726591.

Description: 20 pages. 17 cm. Mr. Croc uses his colored pencils to draw pictures of various items. The final two-page spread features a pop-up illustration. ISBN: 9780340931141. OCLC: 76361231.


Description: 28 cm. Web-spinning spiders, wriggling worms, ladybugs, dragonflies and other bugs jump off the pages of this colorful pop-up book that teaches children about nature and features playful rhymes and a grasshopper that makes noise. ISBN: 076131279X. OCLC: 41674945.

Description: 22 pages. 27 cm. "Trim the tree and round up the reindeer- it's the happiest time of the year. Get ready for the best Christmas ever!" ISBN: 0761313265. OCLC: 48163891.

Description: 28 cm. Rhyming text and pop-up illustrations of various animals present primary colors. ISBN: 0761304428. OCLC: 39546403.
Also: Snappy Little Colours. Collingwood, Victoria, Ken Fin, 1998. ISBN:
Description: 20 pages. 27 x 22 cm. Rhyming Text. Meet a baby stegosaurus, a munching triceratops, a sky-high diplodocus, a toothy tyrannosaur, and more. Ten double-page pop-ups. ISBN: 0761314407. OCLC: 46565238.


Description: 20 pages. 27 x 22 cm. “It's time to meet the families. Join us for a fun-filled journey around the world. See a baby penguins sitting on Daddy's feet, watch chameleon babies change color, and much more in a pop-up book that will make you gasp with glee!” Ten double-page pop-ups. ISBN: 0761315268. OCLC: 55682635.

Description: 18 pages. 27 x 22 cm. ISBN: 184011550. OCLC: 45854496.

Description: 20 pages. 27 x 22 cm. Rhyming text and pop-up illustrations
Also: Snappy Little Farmyard: Spend a Day Down on Snappy Farm! Pop-up Fun!


Description: 22 pages. 27 cm. ISBN: 1840119969. OCLC: 53962094


Description: 20 pages. 27 x 22 cm. Rhyming text presents an assortment of animals from a frog eating one fly to a crocodile with ten sharp teeth. ISBN: 0-7613-0437-1. OCLC: 39013698.

Description: 18 pages. 28 cm. ISBN: 9781840112726. OCLC: 77793480.


Description: 20 pages. 28 cm. ISBN: 0761314342. OCLC: 45453678.

Description: 28 cm. Meet ten different pets, all popping right out of their pages to play with you. ISBN: 076131640X. OCLC: 50191243.

Snappy Little Safari: Animals from Around the World. Pop-up Fun. By


Snappy Sounds Ho, Ho, Ho! With Festive Sounds. Noisy Pop-up Fun. By Beth Harwood. Derek Matthews, illustrator. San Diego, California, Silver Dolphin,
2005.
Description: 10 pages. Five double-page pop-ups with a finale featuring the
Snappy Town carolers singing “We Wish You a Merry Christmas.” ISBN:
1592234534. OCLC: 61481605.

**Snappy Sounds Jungle: With Fun Animal Sounds.** Noisy Pop-up Fun. Snappy
Description: 12 pages. 25 cm. Five pop-ups. With electronic sounds. ISBN: 1-
84011-390-1. OCLC: 55683268.

**Snappy Sounds Moo! With Fun Animal Sounds.** Noisy Pop-up Fun. Derek
Description: 10 pages. 20 x 25 cm. Includes five double-page pop-ups with the

**Snappy Sounds Once upon a Time … With Fun Fairy-tale Sounds.** Noisy
Pop-up Fun. By Beth Harwood. Derek Matthews, illustrator. San Diego,
California, Silver Dolphin, 2007.
Also: **Snappy Sounds Once upon a Time: With Fun Fairytale Sounds.** Noisy Pop-

**Snappy Sounds Roar! With Fun Animal Sounds.** Noisy Pop-up Fun. By
Dugald Steer. Derek Matthews, illustrator. San Diego, California, Silver Dolphin
Description: 10 pages. 20 x 25 cm. Five double-page pop-ups with the electronic
sounds of sounds of a tiger, elephant, monkey, frog, and a final finale of all four
OCLC: 62098749.

**Snappy Sounds Rock & Roll! With Fun Music Sounds.** Noisy Pop-up Fun.
Snappy Sounds. By Beth Harwood. Derek Matthews, illustrator. San Diego,
California, Silver Dolphin, 2005.
Description: Parrot, Rabbit, Elephant, and Duck learn about musical instruments
and form a band of their own. Five double-page pop-ups include the sound
OCLC: 62300764.
OCLC: 62098749.

**Snappy Sounds Spooks.** Noise Pop-up Fun. Snappy Sounds. Derek Matthews,
OCLC: 60794802

**Snappy Sounds Toys.** Noisy Pop-up Fun. Snappy Sounds. By Libby Hamilton.
Derek Matthews, illustrator. Keith Finch, paper engineer. Dorking, U. K., Templar,
2007.
Description: 10 pages. 26 cm. A pop-up book with sound effects. ISBN:


**Snow White.** A Pop-up Fairy Tale. John Patience, illustrator. Bridlington, England, Peter Haddock, n.d. [200-?]. Description: 10 pages. 20 cm x 15 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Issued as Big Time Fairy Tale Pop-ups in box with a handle. Cover illustration: Snow White, with long dark hair, stands surrounded by the dwarfs. ISBN: 0710-5-1251-X. [All four books in the series may have the same ISBN.]


Description: 10 pages. 20 x14 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Five double-page spreads. ISBN: 0710-5-1579-0. [All books in the series have the same ISBN.]

Description: 10 pages. 13 cm. A Disney princess book. Snow White escapes the Queen's anger to live happily ever after. On board pages. Every spread has a sliding mechanism that allows a little finger to take charge of the action. ISBN: 073642041X. OCLC: 54439100.


Description: Text printed parallel to the spine. Four pop-up scenes show the ceremonial side of the Guards at the Tower or London, Buckingham Palace, etc. Bookseller’s description.


Description: 22 x 27 cm. Text printed parallel to the spine. Five pop-ups.
Bookseller’s description.


Description: Text printed parallel to the spine. Bookseller’s description.

Description: 23 x 16 cm. Text Printed parallel to the spine. “Harry Corbett’s Sooty television’s teddy bear magician.” Bookseller’s description.


Splash Splosh! A Mr Croc Book about Weather: Pop-up With Flaps. Mr

Description: 29 cm. With pop-up illustrations, this book depicts some of the important cultures of ancient America including those of the Olmecs, Aztecs, Mayas, Chibchas, and Incas. ISBN: 9684940505. [The same number may have been used for both the Spanish and the English editions.] OCLC: 40149506.


Spooks. See also: Snappy Sounds Spooks.


Description: 24 x 18 x 4 cm. A box full of memories. Layers of pop-ups, tab-operated mechanicals, and lift-the-flaps reveal the people invited to this

Description: 10 pages. 23 x 26 cm. “By shining the flashlight tethered to the cover, readers can create spooky shadows to help illustrate the rhyming couplets about things that happen at night, such as mice playing a graveyard, bats at the window, and a hungry shark swimming.” Five, black stand-up scenes. 1 flashlight. ISBN: 9780764160820. OCLC: 148832717.


Description: 16 pages. 26 x 26 cm. When Bertie Bones, Winnie the Witch, the Werewolf and the Mummy have a terrible day’s sleep in their haunted house, being kept awake by a mysterious and horrible sound emanating from some spooky corner of the house, they go off to investigate. Lift-the-flaps and pull-tabs. ISBN: 0-7641-5834-1. OCLC: 61850839.


Description: 10 x 15 cm. Five pop-ups. Text printed parallel to the spine. ISBN: 1-85830-709-0. [The six books in the series may all have the same ISBN.]


Description: 14 pages. 25 x 25 cm. The dog Spot and his friends play games,
ride bikes, and have fun together. ISBN: 978-0-399-25019-4. OCLC: 173274646


Description: 25 x 20 cm. A four-section carousel book. The animals gather to have a party. Includes one sheet of punch-out characters. OCLC: 85843185.


Description: 20 x 22 cm. Issued in a decorative box. Cover: “8 Mother Goose Stories with stand-up Characters and an unbreakable action record! See and hear your favorite rhymes.” One double-page, fanfolded pop-up is inside each of the individual story folders. The text is printed parallel to the spine. The stories are: Baa, Baa Black Sheep; Ding, Dong, Bell! Hey Diddle, Diddle; Mary’s Lamb; Mistress Mary; Old King Cole; Sing a Song of Sixpence; and There was an Old Woman. These are the same pop-up folders that were offered for sale in 1953 as *Mother Goose Playhouse.* Bookseller’s description.

**Star Wars.** See also titles in the series.

Description: 12 pages. 26 x 21 x 7 cm. A 30th anniversary three-dimensional extravaganza! A movable journey into the Star Wars universe. Six complex,


**Step Inside.** See titles in the series.


**Storybook Playhouse.** See titles in the series.


Description: 16 cm. Issued individually and as part of a boxed set.

**The Story of Everything: From the Big Bang until Now in 11 Pop-up Spreads.** By Neal Layton. Corina Fletcher, paper engineer. Hauppauge, New


The Story of Little Red Riding Hood. Printed in Bavaria. Chicago, L. W. Walter Company, n.d. [1915]. Description: “Four pictures with tab at the bottom. In this version the wolf eats both Little Red Riding Hood and her grandmother and is then killed and cut open by a hunter.” Bookseller’s description.


Description: 10 pages. 13 x 8 cm. Five pop-ups. Text printed parallel to the spine. Cover illustration: Noah stands at the helm with cartoon-like animals at the sides of the Ark. ISBN: 0-7696-0756-X.

Description: Text printed parallel to the spine. Cover illustration: The Ark is in the center of blue sky and blue water. ISBN: 1859850979.


The Story of the First Christmas. Kansas City, Missouri, Hallmark Cards, n.d. [197-?].
Description: 6 pages. 15 x 18 cm. Three pop-up scenes. Bookseller’s description.

Description:22 pages. 21 x 30 cm. ISBN: 9780732286972. OCLC: 181896023.


Description: 24 cm. OCLC: 50100753. Smithsonian Institution.

Strawberry Shortcake Sing and Seek. See: Sing and Seek.


Summer Pie. Furry Tail Pop-up Book. By Linda Birkenshaw. Produced by Compass Productions. [Canada], Fenn Pub., 1994. Description: 10 pages. 23 cm. When the Dormice are asked to do an errand for Aunt Dora, the smell of a fresh baked pie leads to a tempting adventure. ISBN: 0919768830. OCLC: 57217849. Indiana University.


Super-Galactic Pop-up. See Nova the Robot.


Description: 14 pages. 24 x 21 cm. Pull the tabs and lift the flaps to see Super Sue slurping her spaghetti, climbing up the stairs, washing her toes, and many more accomplishments. One pop-ups and a removable “Certificate of Superness.” ISBN: 0763620637. OCLC: 53113781.


Description: 64 pages. 28 cm. This compilation, with movable doors and die-cut pages, was serialized in Woman’s Home Companion magazine from 1910 to 1915 as a set of do-it-yourself movable booklets. Every month, a child was supposed to carefully tear out a 10½x 16-inch page from the magazine and follow the directions, e.g. ‘first trim the page on the outside black line; then . . . cut out the black spots . . . Cut the three edges of the door so it will swing open on its hinges, etc.” Bookseller’s description. OCLC: 8027575. Strong National Museum of Play.


The Surprise Picture Alphabet. Dean’s Surprise Picture Books. London, Dean & Son, n.d. [1875-1877?].
Description: 20 cm. Publisher’s address: 160a Fleet Street. An illustrated alphabet with each letter bearing a diagonal crease that upon folding reveals a figure particular to the letter. OCLC: 74213403. Princeton University.

Description: 12 pages. 24 cm. A collection of poems, each accompanied by a circular picture with parts that can be moved by a ribbon to reveal a new picture. ISBN: 0399214232.

Surprising Comical Characters: Transforming Picture Book Capable of over Five Hundred Metamorphoses. Dean’s Surprise Picture Books. London, Dean and Son Ltd., 1876.

Description: 16 pages. 24 x 26 cm. Narrated in simple rhythmic rhyme, this is the story of some dinosaurs who are on their way to a dinosaur dance. ISBN: 1857141067. OCLC: 40881743.

The Swan-Geese. Lija Majorowa, illustrator. Moscow, Malysh, n.d. [198-?].
Description: 26.5 x 29 cm.

Description: 12 pages. 21.5 x 21.5 cm. Pull the tabs and watch as the picture disappears to make way for a new one. Five scenes become ten. ISBN: 140505350X. OCLC: 64314122.
